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The Marvel Vault A Museum In A Book With Rare Collectibles From
The World Of Marvel
A deluxe collection of Marvel Comics superhero posters from renowned comics artist Alex Ross From Angel to Wolverine, all your
favorite Marvel Comics superheroes are featured in this exclusive collection of painted portraits by Alex Ross--one of most
respected and influential artists working in comics. This first-ever collection of these iconic images includes 35 ready-to-frame,
removeable art prints--perfect for longtime Marvel fans and those just discovering these classic heroes for the first time--as well as
commentary by Ross, preliminary sketches, and a bonus four-page gatefold of the portraits, assembled into a mural that was
commissioned for Marvel's New York City offices. These heroic posters showcase the Marvel superheroes as you've never seen
them before--as realistic as any on the silver screen--painted in the award-winning, breathtaking style that made Alex Ross famous.
Lonely Planet: The world’s leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Moscow is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Gawk at Red Square and the city’s countless glittering
domes, lose yourself in a performance at the Bolshoi, or brush up on your Cold War history; all with your trusted travel companion.
Get to the heart of Moscow and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet’s Moscow Travel Guide: Colour maps and images
throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone
numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden
gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, art, literature,
music, architecture, performing arts, Moscow today Covers the Kremlin and Red Square, Tverskoy, Presnya, Arbat, Khamovniki,
Zamoskvorechie, Meshchansky, Basmanny, and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)
Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews
Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities
get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for
quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Moscow, our most comprehensive guide to Moscow, is perfect for both
exploring top sights and taking roads less travelled. Looking for just the highlights of Moscow? Check out Pocket Moscow & St
Petersburg, a handy-sized guide focused on the can’t-miss sights for a quick trip. Travelling further afield? Check out Lonely
Planet’s Russia guide for a comprehensive look at all the country has to offer; St Petersburg for a guide to the city’s most popular
attractions, andTrans-Siberian Railway, focused on the can’t-miss sights for a trip of a lifetime. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973,
Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning
website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also
enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Examines the developments that paved the way for the Surrealist movement in literature and art.
The Black Cat is back! Felicia Hardy has a taste for the finer things in life and a certain set of skills that can get her into any
mansion, vault or museum to...procure said finer things. But Felicia's on the run from the New York Thieves Guild and their boss,
Odessa Drake! Prepare for high-octane heists, climactic chases and twists that will keep you on the edge of your seat! Felicia
Hardy prides herself on being able to break into anywhere...but does that include Doctor Strange's Sanctum Sanctorum? And can
she handle what's inside? In a place of magic where any wrong turn might mean death, it will take an insane amount of luck just to
get out alive. But how much luck will it take to get out alive - with the loot? COLLECTING: BLACK CAT 1-6
A Cultural History of American Comic Books
The EC Archives
Heaven No Hell
Grand Theft Marvel
It Rhymes with Lust
Spider-Man

Traces Batman's entire career, with full details of his incredible adventures and battles, his
allies, loves, and formidable array of enemies. DC's Dark Knight first emerged from the shadows
in the pages of Detective Comics in 1939, when young Bruce Waye vowed to avenge his parents'
murder and fight for justice in crime-ridden, corrupt Gotham City. Includes information on the
Dark Knight, including how he was created and evolved over the decades, this in-world
celebration of DC's most popular Super Hero explores his motives and drives, his incredible
array of weapons and vehicles, his "family" of allies, and his formidable rogues gallery,
including The Joker, Catwoman, Harley Quinn, The Riddler, Penguin, Bane, Scarecrow, Killer
Croc, and many more. This definitive volume brings Batman's thrilling story right up to date
with full details of his exploits in recent DC storylines such as Rebirth, Dark Nights: Metal
and Dark Nights: Death Metal. Featuring a detailed timeline of key events in the life of Bruce
Wayne aka Batman, Batman: The Ultimate Guide is packed with spectacular full-color artwork from
the original comics and is a dream purchase for the Dark Knight's legion of fans all over the
world.
Collects Thor the Mighty Avenger #5-8 & Journey Into Mystery #85-86. He's banished, he's mad,
and he wants to fight. The God of Thunder is reimagined in THOR THE MIGHTY AVENGER! THRILL as
he battles robots the size of cities! GASP as he tames the mightiest sea creatures! SWOON as he
rescues damsels from the vilest villains!
Captain Marvel visits a children's hospital to restore hope to sick and needy children by
granting their wishes.
Join Captain Marvel’s pet, Chewie, as she wreaks havoc in the lives of Marvel’s most popular
characters! Gain a new perspective on beloved favorites such as Spider-Man and Iron Man,
formidable villains including Thanos and Galactus, and antiheroes like Deadpool, as they all
become the playthings of this capricious “cat” creature. Originally shared on Marvel’s official
Instagram, these comic strips have been collected with all-new content into a gift book that
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will delight Marvel and cat enthusiasts alike! -- VIZ Media
The Marvel Comics Art of Alex Ross
I Am Cleopatra
The Alex Ross Marvel Comics Poster Book
Marvel
Gargoyles
Thor: The Mighty Avenger (2010), Volume 2

Put on your tiaras and prepare your indestructible bracelets! DC is inviting you to join us for a one-of-a-kind special showcasing Wonder Woman’s past,
present, and future to celebrate the legacy she has created and those she will continue to inspire with her adventures for years to come. This oversize super
spectacular features work from some of the very best in the comic industry along with bright young stars ready to share the spotlight with Diana. You won’t
want to miss these new stories that capture timeless messages of hope and empowerment presented together in this gorgeous keepsake issue!
Collects Marvel (2020) 1-6. Unforgettable stories from a once-in-a-lifetime assemblage of talent! Thirty years ago, Alex Ross had a vision for a new series
showcasing Marvel’s heroes in a way they’d never been seen before. The first realization of that idea became the blockbuster MARVELS — but Ross Alex
finally brings his original dream to life! MARVEL is an anthology of stories by unique, exceptional talents, many of whom are working with these
characters for the very first time. And all these tales are linked together by an overarching story by Ross featuring the dread dream lord Nightmare, who
threatens the entire Marvel Universe — and possibly beyond! Featuring Spider-Man, the Avengers, the X-Men, the Thing, Doctor Doom, the Vision, Namor,
the Sub-Mariner, Warlock, Rocket Raccoon, the Golden Age Black Widow and more!
The spectacular exhibition catalogue, Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes celebrates 80 years of Marvel history with original comics pages, amazing
sculptures, artefacts, original commissions, panoramic hallways and interactive displays.Marvel Comics and Marvel Studio Films are not only the enduring
voices of the Super Heroes themselves, but also the diverse visions of Marvel's writers, artists, actors and filmmakers.The catalogue features legendary
comic creators, up-and-coming talent, editors, executives, artists, art collectors, actors and show-runners, along with articles about the history and power of
YOU, the Marvel fans, with stories that stretch the mind regarding how we think about heroes, be it through personal history, fandom or fashion.Featuring
interviews with and articles by some of the legends and stars in the field, such as:Iconic comic book writer and editor, Stan Lee (1922-2018).Comic book
writers Kelly Sue DeConnick, Joe Quesada, G. Willow Wilson, and Chris Claremont (best known for creating Wolverine).Actor, Clark Gregg who plays
the character of Phillip J. Coulson in classic Marvel films such as Iron Man 1 and 2, Thor, and The Avengers.Film, TV and comic writer, Joseph 'Jeph' Loeb
best-known for his writing of TV series such as Smallville, and Heroes, as well as his book works on many major Marvel characters.Actor, James Marsters
who played the role of the English vampire Spike in the cult TV series, Buffy the Vampire Slayer.Creator of Marvel's Luke Cage, Cheo Hodari Coker.
A collector's guide to Marvel Comics chronicles the history of the company from 1939 to the present day in a series of historic, rare, and never-before-seen
memorabilia and ephemera, in a volume complemented by more than thirty plastic-encased archival gems that include holiday cards, a program for the first
comics convention, early sketches, and more. 75,000 first printing.
The Dc Comics Art Of Alex Ross
Black Cat
Infinity Companion
Wonder Woman 80th Anniversary 100-Page Super Spectacular (2021) #1
Women of Marvel
Spider-Man Vault (Club Exclusive

Infinity has arrived on Earth! As the Thunderbolts, S.H.I.E.L.D., Fearless Defenders, Superior
Spider-Man, Luke Cage's all-new Mighty Avengers, Wolverine's Jean Grey School and all the Marvel
Universe's other super-academies face off against Thanos' invading hordes, the war's second
front is fought in deep space, where Spider-Woman and Black Widow plot to rescue Captain Marvel,
the Avengers battle the Builders, the new Nova takes on Thanos' forces with help from the New
Warriors...and the Guardians of the Galaxy's Star-Lord debates betraying the entire universe!
COLLECTING: Captain Marvel 15-16, Thunderbolts 14-18, Avengers Assemble 18-20, Infinity: The
Hunt 1-4, Mighty Avengers 1-3, Nova 8-9, Superior Spider-Man Team-Up 3-4, Infinity: Heist 1-4,
Fearless Defenders 10, Secret Avengers 10-11, Guardians Of The Galaxy 8-9, Wolverine & The X-Men
Annual 1
Jump in the Batmobile and get ready for a wild ride. This complete and in-depth look at the
development of America's most popular super hero includes removable artifacts and never-beforeseen sketches, notes, and plans--perfect for fans of all ages.
Thirteen years after his Eisner Award-winning, nationally best-selling Mythology--here is the
long-awaited Marvel Comics counterpart, a retrospective celebration of the other half of the
comics galaxy that is currently ruling the world: Spider-Man, Iron Man, Captain America, Black
Panther, the Avengers, the X-Men, Doctor Strange, the Guardians of the Galaxy, and the Fantastic
Four.00As he did for the DC characters in Mythology, Alex Ross now brings the heroes of the
Marvel universe into dynamic life as never before. Marvelocity includes more than 50 never-beenpublished sketches, paintings, photographs and working models, and other preparatory art, and a
14-panel portfolio gallery of Marvel's most beloved characters. And Ross has written a new
10-page story pitting Spider-Man against the Sinister Six--the webslinger's most popular
villains--that ends with a stunning twist.0.
Collects Black Cat (2019) #6-10. The Black Cat is back and better than ever! The Thieves Guild
of New York has kidnapped Felicia Hardy’s mentor in crime, the Black Fox; to get him back,
she’ll have to get through an army of ninjas and a cabal of wizards! Prepare for the Black Cat’s
final showdown against the Guild and their leader Odessa Drake! Then, when Felicia needs to get
someone she loves out of the city immediately, can she trust the Beetle to help? And a trip to
Madripoor puts the Black Cat at odds with Wolverine! Will Logan and Felicia keep their claws
sheathed long enough to learn who’s pulling both their strings? Plus: Why is the Black Cat
proposing marriage to Spider-Man? Is it true love, or just part of her next big scheme?
A Museum-in-a-book with Rare Collectibles from the World of Marvel
The Amazing Life of Stan Lee
Marvel Visionaries
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A Museum-in-a-Book with Rare Collectibles from the DC Universe
75 Years of Cover Art
Mythology
In a remarkable autobiography, the creator of Marvel Comics describes his youth in the Bronx, his early years publishing comic
books during World War II, the rise of the Marvel empire, and his creation of such legendary superheroes as the X-Men, Spider
Man, the Incredible Hulk, and other popular icons. Simultaneous.
"Collects The vault of horror #12-#17, originally published between April 1950 and March 1951 by E.C. Publishing Co.,
Inc"--Copyright page.
Unlocks DC Comics' most fascinating secrets and deeply buried treasures, presenting a colorful array of historic and never-beforepublished memorabilia and containing more than 25 plastic-encased archival pieces for readers to pull out and examine--all while
learning about the artists, writers, and world-famous super heroes that make up the DC Universe.
Along with Batman, Spider-Man, and Superman, the Joker stands out as one of the most recognizable comics characters in popular
culture. While there has been a great deal of scholarly attention on superheroes, very little has been done to understand
supervillains. This is the first academic work to provide a comprehensive study of this villain, illustrating why the Joker appears so
relevant to audiences today. Batman’s foe has cropped up in thousands of comics, numerous animated series, and three major
blockbuster feature films since 1966. Actually, the Joker debuted in DC comics Batman 1 (1940) as the typical gangster, but the
character evolved steadily into one of the most ominous in the history of sequential art. Batman and the Joker almost seemed to
define each other as opposites, hero and nemesis, in a kind of psychological duality. Scholars from a wide array of disciplines look
at the Joker through the lens of feature films, video games, comics, politics, magic and mysticism, psychology, animation, television,
performance studies, and philosophy. As the first volume that examines the Joker as complex cultural and cross-media
phenomenon, this collection adds to our understanding of the role comic book and cinematic villains play in the world and the ways
various media affect their interpretation. Connecting the Clown Prince of Crime to bodies of thought as divergent as Karl Marx and
Friedrich Nietzsche, contributors demonstrate the frightening ways in which we get the monsters we need.
On The Run
Marvelocity
Mtsryr: Octobriana 1976
Marvel Meow
50 Girls 50
The Vault of Horror

In 1971, the west learned about Octobriana - the outlaw Russian superhero comic. To show
solidarity, underground American cartoonists made their own Octobriana comic book. Robot
Stalin's got a new doomsday bomb! Can the Devil-Woman stop him before he destroys us all?
Siberian labor camps, PPP secret orgies, motorcycle gunship train chases - this one has
it all! Samizdat gone wild - a cross between 70s psychedelia and Soviet constructivism!?!
You've NEVER seen a comic book that looks like this! Revolution forever, bitch.
Ten years after its initial successful publication, The Marvel Vault returns in fully
updated form. Chock-full of historic and never-before-seen memorabilia, and featuring all
of Marvel’s most beloved characters including Iron Man, Spider-Man and the Fantastic
Four, The Marvel Vault is now better than ever! New text and images chronicle how Marvel
has channeled its singular storytelling into a blockbuster movie studio, even as it has
stayed true to its hallowed roots in the comics world. This updated edition features 16
new pages that cover Marvel's story from 2010 right up to the present day. But that’s not
all – there’s also a special envelope containing reproductions of key artefacts from
Marvel’s illustrious history, including an early pencil sketch of Sub-Mariner and Stan
Lee’s original typed outline for The Fantastic Four’s origin story. This is a package no
Marvel fan will want to miss!
Barely old enough to drink when he joined the EC Comics stable, Al Williamson may have
been the new kid on the block, but a lifetime of studying such classic adventure
cartoonists as Alex Raymond (Flash Gordon) and Hal Foster (Prince Valiant) had made him a
kid to reckon with ? as he proved again and again in the stories he created for EC’s
legendary “New Trend” comics, in particular Weird Science and Weird Fantasy.
'The Secret Museum' is a treasure trove of the most intriguing artifacts hidden away in
museum archives from all over the world - curated, brought to light, and brought to life
by Molly Oldfield in an illustrated collection.
Power of Hope
The Joker
Marvel Encyclopedia
The Spider-Man Vault
Carnage: Black, White and Blood Treasury Edition
An Era of the Invincible The making of Marvel's household heroes It was an age of mighty
heroes, misunderstood monsters, and complex villains. With the publication, in November
1961, of Fantastic Four No. 1, comics giant Marvel inaugurated a transformative era in pop
culture. Through the next two decades, the iconic Hulk, Spider-Man, Iron Man, and the X-Men
leapt, darted, and towered through its pages.
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"One of the most inventive and prolific cartoonists working today."—Vulture In the past ten
years, Michael DeForge has released eleven books. While his style and approach have evolved,
he has never wavered from taut character studies and incisive social commentary with a focus
on humor. He has deeply probed subjects like identity, gentrification, fame, and sexual desire.
In “No Hell,” an angel’s tour of the five tiers of heaven reveals her obsession with a haunting
infidelity. In “Raising,” a couple uses an app to see what their unborn child would look like. Of
course, what begins as a simple face-melding experiment becomes a nightmare of too-muchinformation where the young couple is forced to confront their terrible choices.
“Recommended for You” is an anxious retelling of our narrator’s favorite TV show—a Purgelike societal collapse drama—as a reflection of our desire for meaning in pop culture. Each of
these stories shows the inner turmoil of an ordinary person coming to grips with a world vastly
different than their initial perception of it. The humor is searing and the emotional weight
lingers long after the story ends. Heaven No Hell collects DeForge’s best work yet. His ability
to dig into a subject and break it down with beautiful drawings and sharp writing makes him
one of the finest short story writers of the past decade, in comics or beyond. Heaven No Hell is
always funny, sometimes sad, and continuously innovative in its deconstruction of society.
Set against the tumultuous political backdrop of late ’60s Chicago, My Favorite Thing Is
Monsters is the fictional graphic diary of 10-year-old Karen Reyes, filled with B-movie horror
and pulp monster magazines iconography. Karen Reyes tries to solve the murder of her
enigmatic upstairs neighbor, Anka Silverberg, a holocaust survivor, while the interconnected
stories of those around her unfold. When Karen’s investigation takes us back to Anka’s life in
Nazi Germany, the reader discovers how the personal, the political, the past, and the present
converge.
It begins with an orphan named Peter Parker, raised by his beloved Aunt May and Uncle Ben in
Queens, New York. A quiet student, he works diligently at his studies and pines for the
beautiful Mary Jane Watson. But this ordinary teenage boy is about to have his life turned
upside down, when he is bitten by a genetically altered spider. Suddenly, he finds himself
possessed of spectacular powers. He is now and forever Spider-Man! Follow Spider-Man’s
action-packed journey, from his struggle to harness the extraordinary gifts that will prove to
be both blessing and curse, to his fight to save innocent lives while the media tears him to
pieces. It all leads up to his ultimate battle high above New York streets, against the deathdealing madman known as the Green Goblin. While the city watches helplessly and countless
lives hang in the balance, Spider-Man confronts his archnemesis, and the Goblin puts SpiderMan’s vow to fight crime to the ultimate test . . .
A Visual History
Book 1
A Museum-in-a-Book with Rare Collectibles Spun from Marvel's Web
Shazam!
Batman The Ultimate Guide New Edition
Cubism, Dada, and the Pursuit of the Marvelous
A leveled Reader based on an episode from the PBS KIDS animated television series Xavier Riddle and the
Secret Museum starring Cleopatra. Based on the children's book series Ordinary People Change the World
by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher Eliopoulos, the series
will introduce kids to inspiring historical figures and the character virtues that helped them succeed.
Xavier wants to stay up all night to see a super moon, but he doesn't know how to ask his parents.
Luckily, the Secret Museum sends him to meet Cleopatra and she teaches him how to ask for things the
right way. This episode-based Penguin Young Reader is perfect for emerging readers!
Fans of Jim Steranko, perhaps the most innovative artist to emerge at Marvel during the late 1960s,
won't want to miss this collection of his masterful work on Captain American, The X-Men, and a rarely
seen horror and a romance story - along with a galley of his best covers. Steranko mixed elements of
'60s pop culture and '30s pulp-styling to redefine the comic book medium and his work is as
revolutionary now as it was 30 years old. This collection consist of X-Men #50 and 3 Captain America
#110, #111, and q a selection from Tower of Shadows #1 and, his final interior art for Marvel, Our Love
Story and more!
Celebrating the greatest cover art over Marvel Comics' 75-year history. Showcasing the most striking,
inspiring and unusual comic cover art in Marvel's 75-year history. Marvel Comics Cover Art reveals a
gallery of iconic covers featuring all your favourite super heroes from Spider-Man and Iron Man to the
Avengers. Created in full collaboration with Marvel Comics this beautiful poster book is perfect for any
avid Marvel fan.
It’s a cold town of metal, greed, intrigue, and of course lust. Hal Weber, a handsome, downtrodden
newspaperman has come to Copper City at the behest of his former lover Rust Masson. Now the widow of the
towns political power house Rust intends to seize all power in this mining town. She’s greedy,
heartless, and calculating. She knows what she wanted and is ready to use cold-blooded violence and to
sacrifice anything to get. In this adult-oriented film noir and pulp fiction inspired romance of a
potboiler, bubbling over with greed, sex, and political corruption can Hal expose Rust and her
machinations.
A Serious Study of the Clown Prince of Crime
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Lonely Planet Moscow
The Secret Museum
And Other Stories
Rise of Surrealism, The
A Museum-in-a-book with Rare Collectibles from the Batcave

Originally published in France and long sought in English translation, Jean-Paul Gabilliet's Of Comics and Men: A Cultural History
of American Comic Books documents the rise and development of the American comic book industry from the 1930s to the
present. The book intertwines aesthetic issues and critical biographies with the concerns of production, distribution, and audience
reception, making it one of the few interdisciplinary studies of the art form. A thorough introduction by translators and comics
scholars Bart Beaty and Nick Nguyen brings the book up to date with explorations of the latest innovations, particularly the graphic
novel. The book is organized into three sections: a concise history of the evolution of the comic book form in America; an overview
of the distribution and consumption of American comic books, detailing specific controversies such as the creation of the Comics
Code in the mid-1950s; and the problematic legitimization of the form that has occurred recently within the academy and in popular
discourse. Viewing comic books from a variety of theoretical lenses, Gabilliet shows how seemingly disparate issues—creation,
production, and reception—are in fact connected in ways that are not necessarily true of other art forms. Analyzing examples from a
variety of genres, this book provides a thorough landmark overview of American comic books that sheds new light on this versatile
art form.
Carnage is back, carving a path of chaos in his wake -- one crafted by some of the greatest creators at Marvel! But beware, True
Believers: true to their titular character's namesake, these spine-chilling tales are not for the faint of heart -- and they are presented
in brutally beautiful black, white...and blood! Featuring the serial-killing super villain in savage battle with Spider-Man like you've
never seen before; a horrifying tale set against the backdrop of the classic Maximum Carnage event; and much, much more! And
now the symbiotic slaughterfest is bigger and badder than ever, collected in the oversized glory of a Treasury Edition! You'd better
hope the printer has enough red ink...because there will be blood! COLLECTING: Carnage: Black, White & Blood (2021) 1-4
Celebrates the talents of DC Comics artist Alex Ross in a collection of his drawings, never-before-seen sketches, limited edition
prints, and other artwork, all reproduced in full color, accompanied by a study of Ross's creative process, a new SupermanBatman story, and a new Robin origin story. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Who run the world? You already know! Now celebrate the Women of Marvel as an astonishing array of writers and artists from
across the comic book and entertainment fields unite to make theirs Marvel -- in stories featuring super hero sensations from SheHulk to Gamora, from Jean Grey to Rogue, and from Medusa to...Peggy Carter, Captain America?! And we didn't forget to bring
on the bad girls -- including Mystique, Hela and Lady Deathstrike! Even some of the guys are allowed to join the fun! The
acclaimed WOMEN OF MARVEL one-shot is collected together with Marvel's first-ever series made completely by female
creators, 2010's GIRL COMICS -- plus a gallery of Jen Bartel's gorgeous Women's History Month variant covers -- for a volume
that proves that the future is female! COLLECTING: Women of Marvel (2021) 1, Girl Comics (2010) 1-3, material from Marvel's
Voices (2020) 1
Excelsior!
Marvel: Universe of Super Heroes
The DC Vault
Of Comics and Men
The Marvel Age of Comics 1961-1978
Marvel Comics
Rebooted into a fresh new film franchise (2012) directed by Marc Webb and starring up-and-comers Andrew
Garfield and Emma Stone, and having debuted in its first ever Broadway appearance in March 2011, SpiderMan is back in the spotlight. Reaching out to millions of devoted fans, The Spider-Man Vault will
afford readers a whole new look at the beloved "web-slinger". This vivid collection of images and
ephemera focuses on a dynamic exploration of Spider-Man's character, providing a complete biography
through his development in comics, media, and culture. Further drawing readers into Spidey's world will
be approximately 20 removable features, housed in the sophisticated plastic pages specific to the
"vault" format, and printed on special papers to heighten the noteworthiness of each carefully selected
piece. From the classic comics to the big screen, The Spider-Man Vault is a comprehensive collection of
art and ephemera that brings Spidey's back story out of the archive and into the arms of fans
worldwide.
My Favorite Thing is Monsters
Jim Steranko
The Batman Vault
The Marvel Vault
Black Cat Vol. 1
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